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A new tree transducer, called a modular tree transducer, is introduced. This device specifies 
operations on trees and ca be considered as a formalization of the concept of nesred simultaneous 
primitive recursion on trees. Roughly speaking, a modular tree transducer is a specie.1 left-linear 
and non-overlapping term rewriting system of which the set of ruies is partitioned into modules, 
es;h module being equipped with a non-negative integer: the xmber of the module. Then, a 
module with number i may cell modules with numbers oat !ess than i. Three properties are proved: 
(I) modular tree transducers compote exactly the (inductiv-ely defined) class of primitive recursive 
functions on trees; (2) the number of moduies in modular tree transducers induces a strict hierarchy 
on the class of all modular tree transductions, and (3) by appropriate!g res:tictinr the c4iing 
s~~‘ure between modules, modular tree transducers characterize the compositions of macro tree 
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In computer science one is often faced wirh the task of defining a function on 
tree-structured objects, e.g., as a part of a search algorithm [23], as semantic function 
in denotational semantics [35. 161 (cf. e.g., 1223 for a functional compiler description 
in a denotationa! way), oras operation in an abstract data type [24]. If such functions 
arise from practical problems in a natural way, then frequently it is possible to 
specify thetn by primitive recursion, i.e., recursion on the structure of the tree- 
structured object, Thus, every such function .I‘ has a distinguished argument, called 
the “recursion argument”, which keeps the tree-structured object; we will call the 
other arg!tments “(context) parameters”. In a fictive metalanguage, the definition 
off’ may have the form of a case analysis on the structure of the actual value of 
the recursion argument. Thus, if f has arity r+ 1 and the first argument off is its 
recursion argument, the definition off looks like 
.f(x,Y ,,..., y,)=casexof 
. . 
e, 1.. , Q): expr, ; (*) 
. 
end 
witete x is the recursion argument, +rC9. , yr are the context parameters, and 
6(x,, . . . , xk) describes the structure of a tree in which S is the symbol (with rank 
k 3 0) labelling the root, and the variables xi,. , x, represent the subtrees. In 
general, the expression expr, is built up from recursive calls off; calls of functions 
that are simultaneons!y defined with A calls of previously defined functions, calls 
of basic functions, the snbtree variables x,, . . . , xbr and the parameters y,, . . , y,. 
haoreover, since the recursion is primitive, the recursion argument of every recursive 
call off and every ca!l of a simultaneously defined function is one of the subtree 
variables. (For previousiy defined functions there is no such restriction.) Note that 
calls of functions may occur nested in parameters of functions. The dots i~piescnt 
combinations y(x,, . . . , x,): expr, for structures different from 8(x,, . . _,xL). 
Intuitively, the expression expr, specifies the value off( 1, a,, . . , a,) for every tuple 
n, , . . , n, of values with appropriate type whenever the actual value t of the recursion 
argument has the structure 6(x,, . . . , xkf, i.e., the form 6(s,, _ . _, sk) for some trees 
S,,*..,S& 
Since we are only interested in devices that formalize operations on trees, also 
context parameters are of type tree (thus, a,, . . . , a, are trees). Moreover, we do 
not specify a particular semantic dostain in which the basic functions are interpreted. 
Rather we represent every k-ary basic function by a symbol with rank k This 
amounts to the assumption that the results of our functions are also of type tree. 
The informal function description (*j follows the concept of nested simultaneous 
primitive recursion on trees. Ry means of examples we wiil now illustrate the features 
involved in this concept. 
Example. We consider the rnnked alphabet V = {o”‘, CT”“} where the superscripts 
indicate the ranks of the symbols, and we work with binary trees over 2. Figure 1 
shows an example of such a tree; the dotted line indicates the so-called “left spine 
of the tree” and the dashed lines enclose the so-called “l-subtrees”; in a similar 
way we can identify the “right spine of the tree” and the “r-subtrees”. 
Fig. 1. Binary tree over (r and a wi:h left spin? and I-sobtrees. 
(1) We define the unary operation mirror by using the basic concept of prhiriae 
recursioon (without nested calls or simultaneous definitions of functions). Mirror 
takes binary trees over P as arguments and transforms the left spine into a right 
spine without changing the I-subtrees; e.g., if t,, f,, and r3 are binary trees; then 
mirror(o(cr(o(q t,), t2), ti)) = o(r,, u(tz. o(t,, a))). Mirror can be specified by the 
fo!lowing case analysis: 
mirror(x) =ease X Of 
u(x,, x2): 0(x,, mirror!x,)); 
a: a 
end 
Here, expi,, = 17(.6, mirior(x,)) and expr, = o. Note that the recursion argument 
of the recursive call of mirror in expr,_ is the subtree variable X, . Note also that the 
symbofs D and CY are used both as part of tree structures and as basic function 
symbols. Er’o auxiliary functions are involved In expr, and expr,. 
iS) We describe the unary operations ane and zero by means of simuiraneous 
primih’ce recursion. Both operations take binaty trees as arguments, attach inZ?rma- 
tion above every symbol (namely, the unaty symbols 1 and 0. respestiveefy). and 
afterwards call the other operation. The operaiion one attaches a 1 to every symbol 
?Hl J, En#rgnrr. jf, 1’bgkr 
thar is at an even disttince from the root. 
om( x) = case x of 
a(x,, x2): l(o(zero(x,), zero(xz))); 
01: l(n) 
eml 
zero(x) = case x of 
a(x,, x2): O(o(one(x,), one(xz))): 
a: O(a) 
end 
(3) We program the binary operation shovel by using nested primitive recursion. 
Shovel takes binary trees s, and s> (over Z) as recursion argument and parameter, 
respectively, and it shovds the I-subtrees of s, on top of s-.; e.g., if s, = 
u(o(o(o, rr), r2), r,), then shovehs,, s2) = cr(l,, ff(fz, o(t,, s,))) (cf. Fig. 2). Thus, 
for a tree s, a call shovel(s, CY) transforms the left spine of s into a right spine and 
reverses the order of the I-subtrees. 
shovehx, y) = case x of 
G-(X,, xzj: shovel(x,, a(xz, y)); 
cx: y 
end 
This demonstrates a very simple form of nesting: the basic function o is called 
in the parameter of the call of shovel. A more complicated form of nested recursion 
is obtained by taking expr, equal to shovehx,, o(shovel&, w)? y)). In this case, 
the call shovei(s, o) transforms :he left spire of s into a right spine, reverses the 










t2 t/o\ s2 
cx t1 
Fig. 2. Application of shovel to 5: =u(o(u(e, r,), I?), i,) and s2 with the result rr(t,, u(I*, o(t3, So))). 
Quite a number of different models have been studied to form..lize such primitive 
recursion based descriptions of operations on trees. In its simplest form, the descrip- 
tion method has been formalized by generalized syntax-directed translation schemes 
[l, 23, top-down tree transducers [36,34], and attribute grammars with synthesized 
attributes only [26]. Operations like mirror, one, and zero can be specified . >ec:1 
of the four mentioned formalisms. In fact, these formal models are equivalem ,.r..ir 
respect to their transformational power [29, 5, 371. 
However, for the description of an operation like shovel, more subtle devices are 
needed: they should be able to handle context information. This aim is achieved 
by macro tree transducers [23, 8, 5, 121 and attribute grammars [26]. Indeed, (both 
versions of) shovel can be described both by a macro tree transducer and by an 
attriiiute grammar. In general, macro tree transducers have slightly more expressive 
power than attribute grammars, but their composition closures are equal [S]. 
Still, the expressive power of macro tree transducers is rather weak, because they 
are meant as a model of syntax-directed semantics rather than as a concrete 
programming language for describing operations on trees. To be able to specify 
operations on trees in general, it should also be possible to define them in a modular 
way as suggested by the explanation of (2): one builds up a library of descriptions 
of operations, and if a new operation has to be designed, :!a+n one just takes some 
previously defined operations from the library and uses them in the definition of 
the new operation. 
Example jconrinued). (4) We describe the binary operation equa! in a m-Mar way. 
Equal takes two binary trees over I as arguments and delivers the symbol TRUE 
as result if the arguments are equal, and the symbol FALSE otherwise. The descrip- 
tion of equal uses three groups of auxiliary operations, namely (i) the unary 
operations sel, and selz which select the first and the second subtree, respectively, 
of a binary tree, (ii) the unary operattons top-a and top-rr that check whether the 
root of the argument is labeled by (Y and o, respectively, and (iii) a ternary if-then-else 
operation. These auxiliary operations are described as follows. For i E (1,2): 
sel,(x) = ease x of a(~,, x2): xr end, 
top-a(x) = case x of o(x,, x2): FALSE, a: TRUE end, 
and similarly for top-o, 
if(x, y, , yJ = case x of TRUE: y, ; FALSE: yz end. 
Note that we do not care about seL(a). Now the operation equal can be described 
by the following primitive recursive case anaiysis: 
equal(x, p) = ease x of 
5(x,, xzj: if(top-c(y), 




Note that the argument of, e.g., sel, is not a subtree variable. Thus, sei, cannot be 
defined simuhaneous!y with equal (without violating the principle of primitive 
recursion), but should be previously defined. C 
Clearly, a formal model comprising such a modular way of description, should 
at least have the properry that the class of computed operations is closed under 
jrj I. fi~&iCl, it. I’uylcr 
comry\sitiJn. This requirement excludes macro tree transducers and attribute 
grammars from the list of candidates, because both of them compute a strict infinite 
composition hierarchy [9, 121. 
In this paper, we propose a new type of tree transducer that formalizes the 
description of operations on trees, where the description is modular and uses nested 
simuitaneous primitive recurston on trees. This device is called a modular tree 
transducer and it extends the concept of a macro tree transducer in a natural way. 
Let us ftrst briefly explain this new concept. A modular tree transducer M is a 
special left-linear and non-overlappine term rewriting system (cf. [24] for a survey 
on term rewriting systems): the ranked alphabet over which the trees are built up, 
is split up into the sets of states and of working symbols, respectively. A rewrite 
rule of M has the form 
q(S(x,,..., Xh),Y,....,Y~)-,L (**) 
where q is a state with rank r+l for some r ~0, S is a working symbol with rank 
k&O, and x ,,..., xk and y,, . . , .v, are variabies, called “subtree variables” and 
“context parameters”, respectively. The right-hand side [ of (**) is a tree over states, 
working symbols, and the xi and yj that occur in the Ieit-hand side of (**j. .M is 
left-linear, because no variable or parameter occurs twice in the left-hand side of 
a rule. We call a rule like (**) a (q, 8)-rule or just a q-rule and require that, for 
every state q and working symbol 8, there is at most one (q, S)-rule in M. Hence, 
M is non-overlapping. To every state q, a so-called “module number” mod(q) is 
associated which is a positive integer. M is called n-modular, if for every state q, 
mod(q)S n. If, in a ruie like (**), a state p occurs in its right-hand side 5, then we 
require that mod(p) amod( and if p(&‘, . . , L,) is a subtree of 5 with a state p 
and trees [,, . . , L, and if mod(p) = mod(q), then t, must be one of the subtree 
variables x,. 
Intuitively, modular tree transducers correspond to the informally discussed 
function definitions like (*) as follows. States and working symbols represent 
functions and basic functions, respectively. The association of module numbers to 
states, partitions the finite set of rewrite rules of M into modules: the ith module 
of M is the set of q-rules for which mod(q) = i (in Example (4) we would have 
mod(equal) = 1 and mcd(q) L 2 for every auxiliary operation q). A module of M 
can be considered as a coliection of simuitaneous definitions of operations, where 
every definition may use nested primitive recursion on trees as in (*). By the 
requirements, a module can only call operations from modules with a number not 
less than the number of the present moduie. Thus, modular tree transducers support 
a top-down design of operations. Actually, macro tree transducers formalize the 
concept of module, in the sense that they are very close to l-modular tree transducers. 
(We ncte that, in [Sj, macro tree transducers are called primiiive recursive schemes 
with parameters.) 
In the usual way, the set of rewrite rules induces a derivation relation j, on 
the set of trees over states and working symbols. By designating an initial state qin 
with some rank m 2 1, one can associate with A4 an operation r(M) on trees, called 
the “(tree) translation computed by M”, such that r(M)(s, , . . , s,,,) = t for trees 
s,, . . . , s,,, t over working symbols, if qi,>(s,, . . , s,,,) dz, t. We denote the class of 
translations computed by modular tree transducers and n-modular tree transducers 
by ModT and n-ModT, respectively. 
In this paper, we prove three properties of modular tree transducers: (I) modular 
tree transducers compute exactly the primitive recursive functions over trees, (2) 
the number of modules induces a strict infinite hierarchy on the class of all modular 
tree transductions (i.e., translations that are computed by modular tree transducers), 
and (3) by appropriateiy restricting the calling structure between modules, modular 
tree transducers with n modules characterize the class of n-fold compositions of 
macro tree transducers. In the sequel we explain these properties in more detail. 
(1) Apart from constant functions, ModT is equal to ihe class of primitioe recursive 
functions ooer trees. In [33], Rose ascribcj the first explicit introduction of primitive 
recursion to Th. Skolem (1923). As is well known (cf. e.g., Section 1.3 of [33]), the 
class PRecrm of primitive recursive functions over the set N of non-negative integers 
is the smallest ciass C such that (i) C contains the base functions, i.e., the zero, 
successor, and projection functions, and (ii) C is closed under composition and 
the scheme of primitive recursion. For given r~ 0 and two functions g,,,:N’+N 
and g,., : N’+‘+ N, the scheme of primitive recursion determines exactly one function 
S:fV+’ + !X sach that. for every n, , . . , n, E N,Ssaiisties tbe following two equations: 
f(O,n,,..., n,) = gz,,,(nl,. . . , n,), 
f(n+l, n,, . . . , n,)=g,.,(n, n,,. . . , kfh 5, . . . , n,)). 
In [32] a comprehensive treatmeni of this class can be found. There also, a number 
of extensions of the rather unflexible scheme of primitive recursion are suggested, 
e.g., (i) simultaneous definition of several functions (known as “simultaneous 
recursion”) and (ii) nested recursive calls off in parameter posrtions (“nested 
recursion”). Peter [32] showed that these extensions still define the class PReG$. 
Since then, the inductive definition of the c?ass PRec, (with the original scheme 
of primitive recursion as above) has been generalized to the class PRec,. of primitive 
recursive functions over words (over an alphabet 2) in [3] (see also [19, 61) and 
to the class PRecr(,, (for short PRec) of primitive recursive functions over trees 
(over a ranked alphabet Z) in [21] (see also [24]j. Intuitively, this amounts to a 
generalization of the initial algebra 91 over which the recursion is defined: for PReec;,, 
91 is determined by one unary and one nullary ope.a,.,.. _,‘ , r ??in- =lirbn! (corresponding to 
the successor and the zero function, respectively); for PRec\s, 5!t is determined by 
the symbols of P viewed as unary operation symbols, and a special nullary operation 
symbol (corresponding to left-composition or left-successor with a symbol, and to 
the empty word, respectively); for PRec, VI is determined by the symbols of the 
arbitrary ranked alphabet Z (corresponding to the top concatenation with a symbol; 
the top concatenation with D is the operation on trees that takes ic trees as arguments 
where k is the rank of cr2 and delivers the tree u( t,, . . . , tk) as result). 
hfodukr tret transducers can be viewed as an extensicn of the scheme of primitive 
recursion as it is used for building up PRec involving features (ij and (ii) as described 
above, in their fullest generality. In this paper we prove that this extension still 
defines PRec. 
(2) TKe numtier uj”modules induces a sirict infinite hierarchy on the class of modular 
tree transduction.~. More precisely, for every n 2 1, n-ModTc (n +I)-ModT, and 
even the composition closure of n-ModT is strictly included in (n+ l)-ModT. This 
result is shown by relating n-modular tree transducers to the (integer) functions 
computed by loop programs of nesting depth n + 1 (see [30, 311. 
(3) For euery n s 1, calling restricted n-modular tree transducers are equivalent to 
the n-fold composition of I-modular tree transducers. In particular, unary calling 
restricted n-modular tree transducers characterize the n-fold composition of macro 
tree transducers. Loosely speaking, a modular tree trarrsducer is calling restricted 
if the modules can be worked out one after the other corresponding to their module 
number. More precisely, it is possible to organize the rewriting in such a way that 
every state with module number i is evaluated before any state with module number 
i+ 1 is touched. 
The paper is organized in eight sections, beginning with this Introduction. In 
Section 2, we recaii some basic notions concerning ranked alphabets, trees, algebras, 
loop programs, and primitive recursive functions over N. Section 3 is devote” :G 
the definition of modular tree transducers and provides some easy examples. In 
Section 4, we formally define the class PRec of primitive recursive functions over 
trees, give an example of such a function, and also give an alternative definition of 
PRec that is useful later on. In Section 5, the first main theorem is proved: apart 
from constant functions, PRec and ModT are equal. Section 6 deals with the second 
main theorem which shows the strictness of the hierarchy with respect to the number 
of modules, and Section 7 introduces the calling restriction on modular tree trans- 
ducers and contains the proof of the third main theorem: calling restricted n-modular 
tree transducers characterize the n-fold composition of l-modular tree transducers. 
Finally, Section 8 briefly summarizes the contents of the paper and provides some 
subjects of further investigation. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we introduce some general notation and, for the sake of self 
containedness, recall the concepts of ranked alphabets and trees, E-algebras, primi- 
tive recursive functions over non-negative integers, and loop programs. 
2.1. General notions 
The empty set is denoted by 0. N denotes the set {O, 1,2,3,. . . ) of non-negative 
integers,andforeverynz=O,[n]={l,..., n}. We assum$ that the Cartesian prod-dct 
of sets, denoted by X, is associative; consequently, we identify Ax(D”x Cj and 
(AxB)xC with AxBxC for sets A, B, and C. For wZ0, A”=Ax...xA with 
n times A; in particular, A’= {( )}. Let K E A, X. . . x A, x A be an (I+ I)-ary relation 
for some r 3 1 and sets .4 , , _ Ar, and 4. The domain ofR and the range ofR are 
the sets dam(R) = {(a,, . . . , a.) lthere is an a E A such that (a,, . , a,, a) E R} and 
range(R) = {a 1 for every i E [r] there is an ai E Ai such that (a,, . . , a,, a) E R}, 
respectively. 
In this paper we use two types of variables with a particular meaning; this is 
fixed as follows. The infinite sets Y = {y,, y2, y,, . . } and X = (x,, x2, x3,. } are 
called the sets of paramerers and of subtree variables, respectively. For n ~0, 
x:,={yjlie[n]} and X,,={x,liE[n]l. 
Very often we use an abbreviation for the substitution of objects in strings or 
trees. Let u be a string (or a tree) and let u,, . . , u,, and u,, . , u,, be IWO lists of 
strings for some n 3 0, such that no string occurs twice in the tirst list. If the strings 
u, , . . , u,, occur in u without any overlapping, then u[ PI,/ u, , . , u,,/ 0.1 is the string 
that is obtained from u by replacing I+ by ui for every i E [n j. 
2.2. Ranked alphabets, trees, tree functions, algebras 
A ranked set 2 is a (possibfy infinite) set of symbols in which to every symbol o 
a non-negative integer is associated which is calied the rank of o and which is 
denoted by rank,(o). For every n 3 C I’“’ denotes the set of symbols (r of P such , 
that rank\-(o) = n; if rankX(o) = n, then we also indicate this by cr’“‘. For the rest 
of this paper, R denotes a countably infinite ranked set such that, for every u 2 0, 
ihere are infinitely many symbols with rank n, i.e., rank;‘(n) is intinite for every 
n ~0. Every finite subset P of fi is called a ranked aiphnbet. A ranked alphabet I 
is monadic if, for every n z 2, Z” = 0. 
Let [m] and [A] denote the sequences (1, I . . . , Z,,.) and (d, , . . , ;i, j, respectively. 
of ranked alphabets P, , . . . , I, and d, , . . . , A, for some m, n 2 3. Then, U [Z] 
abbreviates the set IJ {&I i E [ml}, and 13, A] denotes the sequence (H,, . . . , TZ,,,, 
A,, , . . , A,). This notation for the concatenation of two sequences is extended to 
three sequences in an obvious way, For a ranked alphabet r and m*O, [mu-] 
denotes the sequence (r, . _ , r) with m times r; [lr] is identified with K 
For a ranked set P and a set A, T&5)(.4) is the set ofClabelIed trees indexed by 
A. III a tree tE T(Z)(A), the elements of A may oniy occur at the leaves. Thus, 
T(Z)(A) = T(I cf A)(B) where the elements of A are considered as symbols with 
rank 0. We abbreviate T(E)(@) by T(X). A tree f in T(E) is denoted by a(t,, . . . , tk), 
where the root is iabelled by (T E P I’! for some k z 0, and t, . . _ _ , t, are the immediate 
subtrees of i. As usual, a tree a,(+(. . ak _ . . )) over a monadic alphabet is denoted 
by the string ala>. . . a,. The height of a tree t E T(2) is provided by the function 
height: T(P)+N which is defined inductively on r as follows; (i) for (I E P(“‘, 
height(a)=0 and (ii) for ael (” for some kz 1 and for ft , _ . . I lk E T(Z), 
height(cr( t, , . . . , jr)) = 1 +max{height(l,) 1 i E [k]}. If [-Cl = (I,, _ . . ,5) is a 
sequence of ranked alphabets, then T([JJ) denotes the Cartesian product T@,) x 
. . I x T(E,:; thus, 7’([/X]) = (T(T))” for every k z 0 and every ranked alphabet K 
For the representation of non-negative integers as monadic trees we use the 
function coding:M+ T{{u(“, a’“‘}) defined by coding(n) = crncr for every n 3 0. Iff 
is a k-ary operation N”+N over N, then the coding is extended to f as follows: 
coding(f) = {(s,, . , s,. r)Ithere is an in,, . . . , nk, m) ~fsrtch that, for csery i E [k], 
s, = coding( nj j, and t = coding(m)}. 
A function f r{[kCl]) + T(R) for some k 2 0, is called a tree jiincrion if there is 
a ranked alphabet 2 such that dam(f) E T([kE]). 
Let P be a ranked alphabet. A I-nagebru ?I is a tuple (A; cp) where A is c set 
and, for every n 5 0, cp : 2”” -, Ops”“(A) is a mapping and Ops’“‘(A) is the set of 
n-ary (total) operations on A. A is called the carrier sef of ?I, denoted by car(%), 
and (p(J) is called the se/ of operations of A, denoted by op(%). 
2.3. Primitive recursive functions over N 
Here we briefly discuss the definition of the class of primitive recursive functions 
over non-negative integers. 
Let k3 0 and let n EN. The function const(k, n):N” *N such that, for every 
(n,, . . , tz,)~N’, const(k, n)(n,, . , nr) = n, is called a constanrfunction. The func- 
tion suc:N+ N such that, for every n 3 0, sue(n)= n+I is called the successor 
function. Let k 2 1 and let j E [k]. The function proj( k, j) : N’ + N such that, for every 
(n,, . . . , nk)eNlq proj(k,j)(n,, . , nk,) = n,, is called a projection. 
Let rz0, ka 1, and letf:N” -zN and, for every iE [kl, let g,:N’+M be functions. 
The composition off with g,, . . . , gk, denoted by comp(g, , . . , g, ; f), is the function 
of type N’+N defined as usual: for every (n,, . . . , n,) EN’, comp(g,, . . . 1 gI ;f)- 
(n,, . . ., nr) =f(g,(n,, . . . , n,), . , g,(n,, . . . , n,)). A class F of functions is closed 
under composiiion if, for every f; g, , . . , g, is in F (with appropriate arity), also 
comp(g,, . . . , gh;f) is in F. 
Let r 2 0. Let g,,,, : N’ + N and gSUf: N’+‘+ N be two functions. Ti.cn there is a 
unique function f: N’+’ +N such that, for every n, n, , . , n, EN:J’(O, n,, . ., n,) = 
&ero(nl,. . , n,) and ftn+L h,. . . , %)=gsdn, HI,. . . , n,,f(*, n,, . . . , n,)). The 
function f is called the primitive recursive function determined by g,.,, and g,,,, and 
it is denoted by pr(g,,,, , g,.J. Let C be a class of functions. Then P&(C) denotes 
the class of primitive recursive functions determined by functions from C. C is 
closed under primitive recursion if PP.&C) E C. 
The class of primirive recursivefunctions over Ni denoted by PRec,, is the smallest 
class of functions that contains the constant functions, the successor function, the 
projections, and that is closed under composition and primitive recursion. 
2.4. Loop programs 
The primitive recursive functions over % can be computed by the loop programs 
introduced in [30,31]. We briefly mention some properties of loop programs which 
will be used later. 
For n 2 0, let LOOP(n) denote the class of functions computed by loop programs 
of nesting depth n. With increasing n, the family &OOP(ri) ( ‘12 0}, also called the 
loop hierarchy, forms a strict hierarchy. The strictness can be shown by using the 
family IJ;,] npN of functions which are defined as follows: A(O)= 1, ff(l) =2, and 
for every r 2 2, zf,(x) = Y + 2; for every n ~0, jm+,(x)=ft(l). Note that f,(x)=Zx 
for x 2 1, and f?(x) = 2” for x 2 0. For every k z 1, let maxi, :Nk -+ N denote the 
function that delivers the maximum of k non-negative integers. 
2.1. Lemma (Meyer and Ritchie [30, 311). For enery n 20, 
(i) f”+, E LOOP(n + l)-LOOP(n) and 
(ii) every k-nry function g E LOOP(n) is majorized by f.+, , i.e., for a/most every 
(m ,,..., mti)ei+, g(m,,. .., m,)<f~+,(max,,(m,,. .., mk)). 
2.2. Lemma (Meyer and Ritchie [30, 3i]). For euery n ~0, 
(i) LOOP(n) is closed under composition and 
(ii) P&(LOOP(n)) G LOOP(n + 1). 
Finally, we note that the binary maximum function maxz:Nil-* N is in LOOP(2). 
Since, for every k 2 1, maxL can be obtained by k - 1 times composing maxz with 
itself, and since LOOP(?) is closed under composition, maxI. is also in LOOP(Z). 
Retail from [3O, 31j that, for n ~2, LOQP(n)= E,,, where I?,,, is the (n+l)st 
class of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy. LOOP(2) is also called the class of elementary 
functions. 
3. Basic definitions and examples 
In this section we formally define modular tree transducers and the class of transla- 
tions computed by them. The connections between modular tree transducers, macro 
tree transducers, and top-down tree transducers are discussed briefly. Finally, the 
definitions are ilustrated by three examples. 
3.1. Definition. A modular tree transducer M is a tuple (Q, mod, qi., d, [P], R) 
where 
?? Q is the ranked alphabet of stares. every state has at least rank 1, 
?? mod: Q + N - iit) is the moduie mupping, 
* qinE Q is the inirial state with mod(q;,) = 1, 
?? A is the ranked alphabet of working symbols with Q n A = I, 
?? ES] = (&, . . , In,) is the sequence of ranked alphabe% of input s_v 1. .;s with 
Ei E A for every i E [ml, where m = ranko(q& 
0 R is the unite set of rules; for every q E Q’“” with r ZO, and for every SE A”’ 
with k 3 0, there is exactly one rule of the form 
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in Ii, where CE T( Q u A)(Xk u Y, j and the following two conditions bold: 
(i) For every p E Q occurring in 5, mod(p) 3 mod(q). 
(ii) If p(C,, . , L,) occurs in i with FE Q ‘U) for u L 1, and mod(p) = mod(q), 
then<,E{X ,,..., x~}. 
M is called m-arY if the initial state of M has rank m. A rule like (*) is also 
called a (q, S)-rule or q-rule, and a q,,,-rule is also called an initial rule. For a state 
q, mod(q) is called the module number of q. We mention that, in the terminology 
of[7, 121, modular tree transducers would be called total deterministic, because for 
every pair iq, 6) with state q and working symbol 8, there is exactly one (q, S)-rule 
in iv;. Recall that the xi and Y, are called subtree variables and parameters, respec- 
tively. For every ia 1, the set of q-rules with mod(q) = i, forms the ith module of It4 
3.2. Definition. Let M = (Q, mod, qin, A, [Z], R) be a modular tree transducer and 
!et ~31. M ** ;G <-mod&r if, for every q E Q, mod(q) E [a]. 
Since for l-modular tree transducers, the module mapping is irrelevant, we will 
always specify such a transducer by the tuple (Q, -, qin, A, [Z], Rj. 
Now we define the derivation relation of modular tree transducers and the 
computed transiation. As usual for term rewriting systems with variables, a rewriting 
step consists of two parts: first, replace an occurrence of the left-hand side of a rule 
by the corresponding right-hand side, and second, substitute the actual values for 
the variabies. 
3.3. Definition. Let A4 = (Q, mod, qi., A, [Z], Rj be a modular tree transducer. 
(i) The deriuation reZa!ion of 141, denoted by +,r, is a binary relation on T(Q u A) 
defined as follows. For every 5,) &E T(Qu A), 5, =h, & iff there is a 5 E 
T(QuA)({z}) in which z occurs exactly once, there is a rule q(6(x,, . . ,&), 
y ,,..., y,)+g in R, there are trees s, ,..., sk in T(QuA) and trees ?,,...,f, in 
T(Q.~A)suchthat &=S[z/q(S(.sl,. ..,sk), t ,,.. ., t,)] and &=.$[z/5’]where5’= 
scx,/s,,. . . ,&!s;,Y,lt,, ..’ ,YJGl. 
(ii) Let m 3 1 be the rank of qin. The translation computed by M, denoted by 
r(M), is the set {(s,, . . . , s,., t)E T([PI)x TWlqi,(s,, . , %J=% 6. 
If the underlying modular tree transducer M is known from the context, then we 
drop M from 3, and simply write =X A translation that is computed by a modular 
tree transducer is also called a modular tree transduction. The class of modular tree 
transductions is denoted by ModT, for every n a 1 (and m 2 I), the class of transla- 
tions computed by (m-ary) n-modular tree transducers is denoted by n-ModT (and 
n-ModT,, respectively). 
it follows immediately from the confluency of the derivation relation that every 
translation in the class ModT is a partial function. We brielly recall the definition 
of confluency from [?O]. 
3.4. Definition. Let =+ be a binary relation on a set A. + is conjluent if, for every 
u, VI, v2 E A, it holds that if u J* v, and u =+* v2, then there is a Z”E A such that 
v, +* v’ and va =Y+ v’. 
3.5. Lemma. For every modular tree rransd~__. ~ *L.* Y, s;.; is rQnfll~Pn!_, 
Proof. By the corollary in [20, p. 8151, we only have to check that a modular tree 
transducer M is a left-linear parallel closed term rewriting system. M is left-linear 
by definition. A term rewriting system is parallel closed if for every critical pair 
(P,, P2), P, reduces in parallel to P2 (cf. the definition in [20, p. 815]). This property 
is trivialiy satisfied, because a mod u!ar tree transducer does not have critical pairs: 
in order to construct a critical pair, the left-hand side of a rule p, has to be unified 
with (a subtree of) the left-hand side of a rule pz (cf. the superposition algorithm 
in [20, p. 8091, or see [28]). Clearly, this is never possible in modular tree trans- 
ducers. Cl 
3.6. Corollary. Every modular tree transduction is a parCal funrikvr 
Thus, for every modular tree transducer IM = (Q, mod, q;., A, [B], R), r(jw) is a 
partial p>nction of type T(iI]j- T(L). In fact, r(L+f) is even total. We will not 
prove this property now, but later in Lemma 5.1. 
Macro tree transducers and top-down tree transducers as they are defined in the 
literature, are very close to special modular tree transducers. Rather than repeating 
the original definitions, we redefine the first two devices as particular modular tree 
transducers and briefly discuss the differences from the o+inai definitions. 
3.7. Definition. Let M =(Q_ mod, qi., if, [E], R) be a modular tree transducer 
(i) M is a macro tree transducer if M is I-ary and l-modular. 
(ii) M is a top-down tree transducer if M is a macro tree transducer and every 
state ha= rank 1. 
The classes of translations computed by macro tree transducers and top-down 
tree transducers are denoted by MT (=I-ModT,) and 7, respectively_ Roughly 
speaking, the original definitions of macro tree transducers (cf. [12, Definiticn 3.11) 
and of top-down tree transducers (cf. the definition in f7: p,ZOlf) differ from 
Definition 3.7 :in the sense that in the right-hand side of a rule, a subtree variable 
x occurs always bound by some state 5 as in 9(-x,. _ . f or .3(x). Corresponding to 
Definition 3.7, it is possible that sabtree variabh;j occur free in tite right-hand sides 
of rules. More precisely, an ocmu-rence of x is called bound, if the node that is 
labelled by x is the first son of its father and the father is labetied by a state. An 
occurrence of x is called free, if it is not bound. However, we can aiways transform 
such a more liberal macro tree transducer (or top-down tree transducer) into the 
more restricted original form by replacing a free occurrence of x by id(x), where 
id is an auxiliary state with rank 1 that computes the identity, i.e., id(r) derives to 
t for every tree r. Thus, the tree transducers of the original definitions are equivalent 
to the ones in Definition 3.7, and in the sequel, we will always use this version of 
the definition. (Note that in this paper we restrict attention to total deterministic 
macro tree transducers and top-down tree transducers.) 
In order to illustrate these formal definitions, we provide three examp!es, where 
the first one formalizes the operation equal on binary trees as discussed in the 
introduction. In the second example, a 2-modu!ar tree transducer is shown that 
computes the arithmetic subtraction. This example shows that modular tree trans- 
ducers can also be used to specify iterated compositions of functions where the 
number of iterations depends on the height of the input (rather than being fixed 
for every input). In the third example, a family of modular tree transducers is 
constructed each of which computes the coding of a mapping from the family {.J.l.,N 
as it was defined in Section 2. 
3.8. Example. The binary 4-modalar tree transducer M = (Q, mod, qin, A, 2, R) is 
defined by Q = {equal”‘, top-o”‘, top-a”‘, if”‘, sel’,“, sely’} and mod(equal) = 1, 
mod(top-cr) = mod(top-cr) = 2, mod(if) = 3, and mod(sel,) = mod(selJ = 4; A = P u 
{TRUE”“, FALSE”‘} with I = {a”‘, a’“‘}, qin = equal, and R is described in two 
steps. First, the following rules are put into the indicated modules: 
module 1: equal(cr(x,, XZ), Y,)+if(top-cr(y,), 
if(equal(x,, sel,(y,)), equal(xz, s&(y,)), FALSE), 
FALSE), 
eqoal(cY,y,)~top-a(y,), 
module 2: top-o(cr(x,, x2))+ FALSE, top-a(d) + TRUE, and similarly for top-o, 
module 3: if(TRUE, y, , y-.) + y, and if(FALSE, .v, i y2) + y2, 
module 4: se&(+, , x1)) + xl and seL(o(x, , x2)) + x2. 
Second, since M should contain for every state q and every working symbol 6 a 
(q, d)-rule, we fill the four modules up with dummy rules. Note that, by Definition 
3.3(ii), dom(r( M)) c T(P), and hence, it does not matter that there are 
(equal, TRUE)- and (equal, FALSE&rules in M. Note also that an equivalent 2- 
modular tree transducer is obtained by defining mod(q) = 2 for all states q # equal. 
3.9. Example. Let 2 = {y!“, o”‘, a”“, #lo’} be a ranked alphabet, and let f: T(Z) + 
T(I) be a unary tree function that realizes the arithmetic subtraction (denoted 
by O) in the following sense: for every t E T(E), 
I&“‘, 
f(‘)=I# 
if t = y(u’a, a’a) for some k, r 3 0, 
otherwise. 
Reca!! that the arithmetic subtraction is defined by k 0 r = 0 if I 3 k, and k z r = k - r 
if r i k. Now construct the 2-modular tree transducer M = (0, mod, qinr &_Z, R) as 
follows: Q={q!” q’*’ dec”’ I”, , , check”‘), mod(qi,) = mod(q) = 1 and mod(dec) = 
mod(check) = 2, and R is delined in two steps: 
(i) It contains the rcles: 
qi.(Y(x,. x2))+ q(x2, XI), 
q(o(x,j, Y,)+ dec(q(x,, YAL q(%y,)+check(.h), 
dec(dx,)) + x1, dec(ru)+a, 
check(u(x,)j+ u(check(x,)j, check(a) + a. 
(ii) For every r E Q’““’ with m 2 0 and 6 E X’k1, tf there is not yet an (r, S)-rule 
in R, then add the error rule 1(6(x,, . . , xk). y, , . . , y,,)+ # to R. 
The state check is used to map input trees like y(a”cr, CA) with t # &cr for some 
s to #. More precisely, check computes the identity on T({a, a}). Let us look at a 
computation. 
qin(y(oJa, ~‘a)) + q(a3a, U’(Y) =s3 dec3(q(a, ~“a)) 
+ dec3(check(uTJa)) q4 dec3(oJ(check(a)),l 
=? de&o&a) +* (~a. 
Obviously, r( 111) =f and hence; f~ 2-ModT. On the other hand, S is not contained 
in the composition closure of MT: when assuming this, it would follow from the 
closure of the class of recognizable tree languages ander inverses of compositions 
of macro tree transductions (cf. 112; Theorem 7.11) and the fact that {a) is a 
‘-qkle *ZCP l~nnr*ao~ that f-!({gi) = jyj&q cr’a)! n recognr,,,., L.__ .....D__D1 ___ , ! ‘. 2 r) 3s a recognizab!e tree 
language too, a contradiction. 
We note that, in Section 4 of [14], a 2-modular tree transducer of a particular 
type was defined with the domain {a a ’ “#j:=K=m}whereu,&and#aresymbols 
with rank 1, 1, and 0, respectively, and monadic trees are viewed as strings. This 
example was presented to show that there are modular tree transducers with a 
non-recognizable domain. 
3.10. Example. We consider the intinite family (fn)oCN of mappings over non- 
negative integers as introduced in [30, 311 and recalled in Section 2 of this paper. 
For every a 2 1, ??e now construct a unary n-modular tree transducer A4, such that 
r(M.j=coding(.K,+,j. Let M.=(Q,,mod,,,q,,,,,~,,,R.) with CA=&,.-., 
qn+,}u{exp”‘} where every state qv has rank 1; for every i with 2~ is m+ 1, 
mod.(q,) = n - i+2, and mod,(expj = n, 2 = {I#“, tr”‘} and R contains the foilow- 
ing rtt!es: for every i with 3s is ntl, q,(cr(x,))-q,~,(q,(x,)) and q:(*)+a(a j are 
in R, qZ(cr(X,)j+exp(xi, exp(x,, a)) andqz(aj- u(a) arein R,andexp(c~(x,j,p,j+ 
exp(x,, exp(x,, y,)) and exp(a, .v,j + o(y,) are in R 
By an easy induction, it can be shown that, for every m 2 0, exp(rr”‘a, y,) J* ~‘“‘y,. 
Thestatesqz,.-..q”+, are used to realize the inductive definition&,(x) =f:(l j of 
the family of mappings, and it is obvious that r(&&) = coding (_t;l_tj. Thss, for every 
n 5 1, coding(f.+,) E n-ModT. 
?riZ I Enpqiiet, H. Vo&r 
4. Primitive recursive tree functions 
Here we define the class PRec of primitive recu&e tree functions. This concept 
general&s primitive recursive functions over natural numbers and over words. The 
definition is inspired by the definition of the class of “primitiv rekursive Baumfunk- 
tionen” of Hupbach in [21] and by the definition of “structural recursive functions 
on decomposition algebras” in [24]: the class PRec is the smallest class that (i) 
contains the constant tree functions, top concatenations, and projections as base 
functions, and (ii) is closed under composition and primitive recursion. We also 
consider a natural special case of the scheme of primitive recursion which is called 
“interpretation”, and define the class INTs of “interpretations with substitution” 
as follows: INTs is the smallest class that (i) contains the constant tree functions, 
top concatenations, projections, and substitutions as base functions, and (ii) is 
closed under composition and interpretation. It is easy to prove that INTs% PRec, 
and in the next section we will even prove the equality of PRec and INTs. This 
shows a trade-off between ihe complexity of the closure operations on c!asses of 
tree functions (interpretation/primitive recursion) and the rrumber of involved base 
functions (with/without substitution). 
Firs;, we define the base fttnctions for the class of primitive recursive tree functions: 
constant tree functions, top concatenations, and projections. 
4.1. Definition. Let k 3 0, [Z] = (E, , . , &) be a sequence of ranked alphabets, 
and to T(R). The tree function const([Z], r): T([-‘])+ T(.ffj such that, for every 
ri E 7(X,) with ic [k], const(LL], tj(t,, . , rr j = r, is caiied a cottsmnt tree function. 
4.2. Definition. Let (TE 0’“’ for some k 2 1 and [E] = (5,). , &) be a sequence 
of ranked alphabets. The tree function top([Xj, r): 7‘([I])+ T(0) such that, for 
every ti E T(P,) with i E [k], top([Z], a)(t, , . . , rk) = o(?, , . . . , fk), is called a top 
concatenation. 
4.3. Definition. Let k b 1, j E [k], and [H] = (2,). . . , &) be a sequence of ranked 
alptabets. The tree function proj([E],j): T([B])+ T(Q) such that, for every tie 
T(Z;) with i E [k], proj([P], j)(r,, . . , tk) = 5, is called a projection. 
Note that every base function is total. The classes of constant tree functions, 0-ary 
constant tree functions, top concatenations, and projections are denoted by CONST, 
CONST,, TOP, and PRCM, respectively. In the next two definitions, we recall the 
operations on classes of functions that are needed to define primitive recursive tree 
functions: composition and primitive recursion. 
4.4. Definition. Let ~30, kz 1, and let [Z]= (,E ,,..., &)and[A]=(A, ,._., A,) 
be two sequences of ranked alphabets. For every in [k], let g,: T([B])+ T(R) be a 
tree function with range(gr) c T(A;), and let f: T([A])+ 7 (0) be a tree function. 
The composition of g,, . . , gk with f is the tree function comp(g,, . , gr;f): 
T([B])+ T(0) defined as follows: for every ii:, . . , tr) E T([P]), comp(g,, _ _ , 
a;f)(h,. . . , c)=fkl(h,. . . , cl,.. ., gdr,, . . . , G!). 
We briefly introduce some notatiol!s for the compositions of classes of tree 
functions. For two classes C and D of tree functions, COMP(C; D) denotes the 
class of compositions of functions from C with a function from D, i.e., 
COMPjC; 0) = jcomp(g,, . . . , g, ; j) ] g; E C for every i E [;i] and SE 3). In par- 
t&mar, we write COMP(C) to abbreviate COMP(C; C). For the iteration of the 
composition operator we use the following abbreviations: COMP’(C) = C and, for 
every n 30, COMP”+‘(C) = COMP(COMP”(C); C). lJ COMP”(C) is denoted by 
C* and, if C is denoted by a complex expression, also by COMP*(C). If C and 
D contain unary functions only, then COMP(C; D) is also denoted by C 0 D. A 
c!ass C is closed under composition if COMP( C) G C’. 
In order to make the deiinition of primitive _ ~c~crsior? technically a bit easier, we 
first provide an auxiliary construct concerning a family of tree functions with 
particular domains. Let r z 0, [@I = ( @,, . , @,) be a sequence of ranked alphbets, 
and let I and A be two ranked alphabets. A (Z, [@I, A)-family of tree_fznctions is 
a family {g,],, r such that, for every v E Z!e’ with k 2 0, gzr : T(jE, @, kAr)-t T(A) 
is a tree function. Recall that we consider the Cartesian product as associative. 
4.5. Lemma. Le? G = {g,},,r be a (2, [ @pl, A)lfami!~ of tree functions, with [ @] = 
(@, , . . , @,), r * 0. Then there is exactly one tree function f: T([.Z, @I)+ T{A) such 
tha?, for rvery CFE 2”’ with kz0, c;,. ..,s-E T(E), ar?d (tl ,_.., t,)c T([@]), 
f(4s,, . . , G). t’) =&A,. . . , Sk, t’,.f(s,, 0,. . . ,f(s, 0) 
where t’ abbreviates ti , _ . . : t,. 0 
The tree function f is called the primifiue recursion determined by G and denoted 
by pr( G). The system of equations by means of which pr( G) {for some family G) 
is defined, is also caRed the scheme of primitive recursion. In analogy to modular 
tree transducers, the first argument of pr(G) is called the recursion argument, and 
the other arguments are called (context) parameters. If C is a class of tree functions, 
then PR( C) denotes the class of tree functions pr( G) where G is a (2, [@], A)-fami!y 
of tree functions of C. Note that, if C only contains total functions9 then so does 
PR(C). C is closed utizderprimiiive recursion if PR( C) c C. Note also that, for every 
class C, PR( C) does not contain O-ary tree functions. 
4.6. Definition. The class PRec of primiiive recursive free ,fkactioas is the sma!!est 
class C such that (i; CONSTu TOPu PROJ c C and (ii) C is closed under composi- 
tion and primitive recursion. 
4.7. Fact. E~,ry primitiue reeursme free function is rotol. 
We illustrate these definitions by showing that the (simpler version of the) 
operation shovel on binary trees as it is discussed in the introduction, is a primitive 
recursive tree function. However, since the scheme of primitive recursion does not 
allow nesting, the proof of the containment of shovel in PRec is now a bit more 
involved than the informal description of shovel in the introduction which, in its 
turn, can be easily transformed into a I-moduiar tr:e transducer. 
4.8. Example. Let Z = {o”‘, a’“‘} and A = H v {u’“‘}. Shovel is the composition of 
g,, gz withfwhere gl(z,, ZJ =sh(z,). g2(zlr zJ=zz, andf(z,, zJ=sub(?,, Q); and 
sh =pr(H) where H = {h,, h,} is a (2, ( ), A)-family with 
h,, : T([2& ZA])+ T(A) and 
h,,(r,, zz,~>i zd=sUb(Z~,top(PAl, d(zz, u)), 
h,: T(A) and h,=u; 
and sub= pr(F) where F={f,,f,,f;,} is a (A, (I), .Z)-family with 
fw: T@A, 3Pj)+ T(2) and 
f(zj, z2,k z4, zd = i~p~W1, d(z4, d, 
fy : T(P)+ T(P) and f,(z,)= 01, 
JI : W)+ V-V and .L;,(zJ = a. 
To understand that this defines shovel, note that, for s E T(A) and TV T(T), 
sub(s, t)= s[u/ t]. Furthermore, for s,, SUE T(Z), sh(o(.s,, sZ))=sub(sh(s,), 
o(sz, u)) and sh(a) = u. And, finally, shovel(s, t) = sub(sh(s), t). We note that the 
functions in G, H, and F are primitive recursive; e.g., h,, = comp(proj([4P], 3), 
comp(proj([4I], 2), const([4Z], u); top([2A], 0)); sub). 
Now we define the class INTs of “interpretations with substitution”. It is defined 
inductively and uses substitutions as additional base functions. Intuitively, for every 
substitution a finite sequence, say (Y = ((Y,, . . , a,), of substitution variables is fixed, 
and for trees to, t, , . . . , t,, sub( lo. t, , . , t,) is the result of substituting t, for every 
occurrence of ali in 1,. 
4.9. Definition. Let .Z be a ranked a!phabet and let LY = ((Y, , . . . , a,) be a sequence 
of different elements of 2”” for some r> 0. Let [@I = (@, , , . . , Cp,) be a sequence 
of ranked alphabets. The tree function sub(cu, Z, [@I): T([E, @I)+ T(a), called a 
sr;bstitution, is defined by induction on its first argument as follows (using sub as 
abbreviation for sub(Ly, 2, [@I)). For every t,,cz T(T) and (t,, . . , I,) E T([@]), 
(i) if to= ~(s,, . ,sk) for some UEZ”)-{a,,...,a,] with k>O and some 
s, ,..., s~~T(Z;),thensub(t,,,t ,,..., t,)=o(subjs,,1, ,...: t,) ,..., sub(~,t, ,..., r,)), 
(ii) if ?,, = q for some i E [r], then sub( r,, t, , . . . , r,) = f,. 
Intuitively, substitutions (with r= I) generalize the addition of non-negative 
integers and the concatenation of words where the 0 and the empty word, respec- 
tively, take over the role of the substitution variables. The class of substitutions is 
denoted by SUB. Considering the previous definition, it is easy to show tiler every 
substitution is in PRec. Hence, SUB contains only total functions. 
4.10. Lemma, SUB c PRec. 
Proof. Let sub{ol, Z, [@]) be 3 substitution with rw = (al,. . . , a,). De5nc ilx 
(2;; [a], S )-family of tree functi51is G = {g,,},,x with A = 2 v lJ[@] such that 
?? for every (TE Eck’ with k 2 1, 
g,,:comp(proj([kZ, @,!:A], k+r+lj ,..., 
proj![Q 0, kAll, 2k+r); top([kAl, d), 
?? for every a E EC” -{cY,, . , c,.), g.=const([@]: o), 
* for every LV$ with ic [r], g,, =proj([SJ, i). 
It is easy to see that pr(G) = sub(cx, 2, [@]). Cl 
Next we define the interpretation determined by an algebra, in the usual way (but 
restricted to trees). 
4JL DefaItIon. Let E and A be ranked alphabets and !et ?I= (A; (p j be a E-a-algebra 
with carrier set A = T(A). The interpemiim d_.,....:._ ~*~-+=vd by ?I, denoted int(?X), is the 
unique homomorphism h from the initial Z-algebra to ?I, i.e., it is the tree f-unction 
h : T(P)+ T(A) such that, for every OE P”” with k>O and s ,,..., ~,ET(P). 
h(a(s,, . . . , &I)= cp(~)(h(%), . . . , W,)). 
Intuitively, the interpretation is a function that takes a tree over P as argument 
and interprets every symbol v E P by a tree functicr! that is fixed bj; the a!gebra %. 
The interpretation determined by ‘3 is a :estdcted kind of primitive recursion 
determined by op(%). Roughly speaking, no parameters occur in the scheme of 
primitive recursion; moreover, apart from recursion arguments in recursive function 
calls, there is no reference to the subtrees of the recursion argument in the right-hand 
side of an equation. 
If C is a class of tree functions, then INT( C) is the class of all interpretations 
determined by some Z-algebra 3 with op(?L) s C. Note that, if C only consists of 
total functions, then so does INT( C). C is closed under interpretation if INTf Cj E C. 
4.12. Deiinitioz. The class of inferprerations with substitutions, denoted by INTs, is 
the smallest class C such that (i) CONSTu TOPv PRO? 1~ SUB c C, and (ii) C is 
closed under composition and interpretation. 
Note that every interpretation with substitution is a total function. Now the only 
missing piece to prove the inclusion INTs c Piiec, is the fact that PRec is also closed 
under interpretation. 
4.13. Lemma. INT( PRec) E PRec. 
Proof. Let int(PL)E INT(PRec) be the interpretation determined by the Xa!gebra 
3 = (T(A); 9) with op(‘.c) E PRec. Define the (2, ( ), A)-family G = {g,,],,X of tree 
functions as follows: 
?? for every crf 2” with k 2 1, 
g,, =comp(proj([kE, kA], k+ I), . . . , proj([kZ; kAL2k); p(u)), 
0 for every cyt;Z’“‘, g,,=cP(a). 
Obviously, every g, E PRec and pr( G) = int(?‘l). Thus int(?l) E PRec. 0 
4.14. Corollary. INTs c PRcc. 
Proof. This follows from 
5. Characterization of PRec by modular tree transducers 
In this section we prove the first main result of the p.esent paper: apart from 
O-ary functions, modular iree traosbacers compttte exactly the class of primitive 
recursive tree functions; i.e., ModT u CONST, = PRec. First, by means of a sequence 
of decomposition results for modular tree transducers, we prove that modular tree 
transduction:; are primitive recursive tree functions. Second, we prove that cve*y 
primitive recursive tree function lies in the class ModTuCONST,. In order to get 
rid of the inconvenient notation ModTu CONST,, we denote ihis class by ModT+. 
This denotation carries over to all modifications of ModT. 
5.1. Modular tree transductions are primitive recursive tree functions 
Here we prove that ModT, E INTs. Clearly, we only have to prove that ModTE 
INTs, because CONST,c INTs by Definition 4.12. By Corollary 4.14 this shows 
that every modular tree transduction is a primitive recursive tree function. The proof 
falls apart into four intermediate results that form a sequence of decompositions 
of the class of modular tree transducers (OF some of its simpler subclasses) into 
simpler devices. Roughly speaking, these decompositions are meant to reduce the 
syntactical complexity of the right-hand side of rules in such a way that finally, the 
emerging tree transducers can easily be shown to comp\iie primitive recursive tree 
functions. In other words, nes.__ _:- *.=A slmaltaneous primitive recursion is transformed 
to (ordinary) primitive recursion. 
In the first decomposition of modular tree transducers we reduce the number of 
modules in the following way. Given an (n + I)-modular tree transducer M We 
construct a l-modular tree transducer M, that contains only the first module of M, 
and that views every state 9 of M with mod(q)> 1 as a new working symbol. Then, 
M, is composed with a mapping that interprets such a symbol 9 by the n-modular 
tree transducer M(q) that is equal to M except that it starts with q as initial state 
and that every module with a module number less than mod(q) is dropped. Simul- 
taneously we prove that if n-ModT contains total functions only, then so does 
(n+l)-ModT. 
5.1. Lemma. For euery n3 1, (n+l)-ModTc I-ModToINT(n-ModT,), and ifa- 
ModT contains total$nctions only, then so does (n + I)-ModT. 
Proof. Let n * 1 and let M = (0, mod, qi., A, [Z] R) be an (n + I)-modular tree 
transducer, and assume that n-ModT contains total functions only. Construct the 
l-modular tree transducer M, = (Q,, -, qi.. r, [8], R,) with Q, = {q 1 q E Q with 
mod(q) = I}, F = A u Qa2 where Qa2 = Q - Q, , and R, contains the following rules: 
(i) every q-rule of R with mod(q) = 1 is in R,, 
(ii) for every q E Qr and p E Qar, add a dummy (q, pj-rule to R, _ 
Now we define the r-algebra VI = (T(A); p) as follows: 
?? for every y E A”‘, define cp(y) = const(( j; y); 
n for every YE ACk’ with kz 1, define cp(yj = top([kA], y): 
?? foreveryy=pEQ,zwithrankk~l,defineoo(y)=7(M(p))whereM(pjisthe 
n-modular tree transducer (Q,,, mod,,, p, A, [kd], ST,,) and Q,, = {q 1 q E Q and 
mod(qjzmod(p)j and, for every q~ Qp, mod,(q)=modfqj-mod(pj+l, R,= 
{r[r is a q-rule in R for some q E Q,,}. 
Note that, by assumption, 7(M(p)) is total. Since TGPz I-ModT by an easy 
construction, it holds that, for every y f r, ~(7) E n-ModT+. 
Since, by assumption, n-ModT contains total functions only, then so does 
INT(n-ModT,). Since I-ModT, is the class of macro tree transductions which are 
total (cf. Section 3.3 of [12]); in particular, Definition 3.14 and Theorem 3.15), it 
is obvious that 1-ModT also contains total functions only (formally, this follows 
from Lemma 5.4). Since int(%) is total on T{T), r(M,) 0 in@) is total. Hence, it 
is sufficient to prove r(M,) 0 int(%) c r(M). This is obvious from the foilowing two 
facts: (1) every derivation of Mr is also a derivation of M, and (2) if (u, u j e int(%), 
then u =?& u by applying the rules of all M(p) with mod(p)22 in a bottom-up 
(inside-out) fashion to u. Cl 
5.2. Corollary, Every modular tree tmnsduction is a total function. 
We i!!us?rate the construction of the previous lemma by decomposing tbe modular 
tree transducer of Example 3.9 wL;d. h.,,h computes the arithmetic subtraction. 
5.3. Examp!e. Let M = (9, mod, qin, I,& R) be the 2-modular tree transducer of 
Sxample 3.9. The transiation r(Mj can be decomposed inio 7(&f!) 0 int(?!) where 
M, = (Q, , -, qin, C I, R,) and Q, = {qi,, q}, r = P cl {dec, check} with I = 
{y”‘, o(“, o(O), #‘O’}, and R, contains the rules qi,(y(x,, x2))+ q(x2, xl), 
q(cr(x,), yi)+ dec (q(x. ,,;rj), q(n, y,)+check(y,), and for every Ser, if there is 
not yet a (qi.,6)-rule (or a (9, &)-rule) in K:, then add the error rule 
9,.(S(x,, . . , xi))- # (and 9(6(x,, . . . , .Q), ~1,) + #, respectively) to RI with 
appropriate k. 
The f-algebra ?[=(T(Z); cp) is defined as follows: cp(dec)= r(M(dec)) and 
(p(check) = r(M(check)) where M(dec) and M(check) are the l-modular tree trans- 
ducers (Qdrcr -, dec, Z; .Z, Rdrc) and ( Qchrclr -, check, 1. X, Rchect), respectively, and 
Q,,,, = Qchret = {dec, check}, and Rdec = Rcheck contains the following rules: 
dec(cr(st))-) x,, dec(cu)+ OL, check(cr(x,))+ a(check(x,)), and check(a)+ a, and 
for 8 E { y. #}, dec(8(x,, . . . , q)) + # and check(8(xl, . . . , xk)) + # for appropriate 
k. 
We mention that, for the input tree y(a4ru, a’o), M, computes the tree 
dec3(check(cr4a)). The symbos of this output tree are interpreted in the r-algebra 
!X, i.e., check is interpreted as a tree function that checks whether its argument is 
in T({o, a}), and dec is interpreted as a tree function that decreases the number of 
os in its argument by one. Thus, dec’(check(040)) is interpreted as oo1. 
Since the class INTs contains CONST,, and since it is closed under composition 
and interpretation, the previous lemma leaves us with the problem of showing that 
I-ModTc INTs. The proof of this inclusion is prepared by the second decomposition 
result: every k-ary l-modular tree transducer M can be decomposed into a top 
concatenation and a I-ary l-modular tree transducer M’ (i.e., a macro tree trans- 
ducer). The top concatenation collects the k arguments of M into one tree with a 
new root # (of rank k); M’ is equal to M except that it has an additional initial 
rule that distributes the subtrees of its single argument back to the argument positions 
of the initial state of A4. In fact, this decomposition also !lolds for any n-modular 
tree transducer. 
5.4. Lemma. For euery n 2 1, a-ModTc TOP 0 n-ModT,. 
Proof. Let A4 = (0, mod, 9,., A, [Z], R) be a k-ary n-modular tree transducer for 
some k$ n a 1. Then let # r~ A be a new symbol with rank k. Construct the I-ary 
n-modular tree transducer M’= (Q’, mod’, 9”. A’, A’, R’) where 
a Q’= Qu {so} and q. is a new state with rank 1, mod’ is equal to mod restricted 
to Q, and mod’(9,) = I, 
a A’=Au{#‘~‘}, 
0 R’ is defined by (i) R’ contains R, (ii) R’ contains the rule 9,,(#(x,, . , .q))+ 
9in(xt,. . , xk), (iii) for every SE A, R’ contains a dummy (9s, S)-rule, and (iv) 
for every qc Q, R’ contains a dummy (9, #)-rule. 
It is easy to see that r(M) = top([fi 1, #) 0 7(&f’). 0 
The third decomposition result is a reformulation of a decomposition of macro 
tree transducers into top-down tree transducers and the class YIELD that contains 
special substitutions (cf. [5, Proposition 4.19],[8, Theorem 3] or [12, Lemma 5.51). 
Roughly speaking, the decomposition says the following. For every derivation of a 
macro tree transducer, the substitition of actual values for the context parameters 
during each derivation step, can be postponed to the end of the derivation. In order 
tu perform the snbstitutions at that point correctly, additional symbols are inserted 
that indicate the substitution places. Thtts, the original derivation shrinks to a 
sequence of replacements of states (depending on the input symbol read) without 
context parameters. This work can be done by a top-down tree transducer, and the 
subsequent substitution is rea!ized by an interpretation of the inserted symbols. 
Clearly, at this point the base functions sub(cu, 2, [A]) are needed (cf. Definition 
4.9). Intuitively, by means of this construction we can get rid of nested caiis of 
functions (cf. the discussion of extension (ii) of the scheme of primitive recursion 
in the introduction). 
5.5. Lemma. MTG T 0 INTs. 
Proof. Let M = (Q, -, qinr A: 2, R j be a macro tree transducer. For the construction 
of the top-down tree transducer we need some auxiiiary sets and a mapping. Define 
the three ranked sets A ={aj!‘lj~ l}, S={sp’(there is a state in Q with rank i}, 
and Q’= {q”“[q E Q} where q’ is a new symbol. Now define the mapping 
COMB : T( Q v A)(X u Y) + T( Q’ u A u S)( X u A) inductively a:. fol!ows: 
(i) for every JQ E Y, COMBO;) = (Ye ;
(ii) for every x, E X, COMB(xj) =x, ; 
(iii) for every 6 E A’m’ for some m z 0 and every t,, . . , r,, E T(Q v A)(X v Y), 
COhfB(S(r,, . , t,,,)) = G(COMB(r,), . . , COMB(r,)); 
(iv) for every qE Q”““’ for some m 30 and every to, t,, . . ,t, E 
T(QuA)(Xv Y), COMB(q(rO, I,, . . , f,)) = s,,,+,(q’(COMB(r,)). COMB(r,j,. . . , 
COMB(f,)). 
Now we construct the top-down tree transducer N - (c’, -, q:., $Z> R.v~ with 
_r = .A v S v AN and A, = (a, 1 aj E A, j E [r] and r is the maximal rank of a state in 
Q}, and RN is the set constructed as follows: if q(F(x,, . . , x,), y,, . . . . y,)+ 5 is 
in R, then q’(Z(x,, . . , x,)) + COMB(l) is in RN, and for every q’s Q’ and /3 E SW 
AN, there is a dummy (q’, p)-rule in RN. Note that COMB(c) really is a correct 
right-hand side of a top-down tree transducer, because in (iv) always to = x, for 
some j, and COMB(x,) =xj. 
Nzxt we define the r-algebra ?I = (r(Q); VP) where @ = A v AN, as follows: 
o if y=o, or yeA lo’, then y(y) = const(( ), y); 
?? if ye d”’ for some kz I, then o(y) =top([k@], y); 
?? if y=s,,,+,, then cp(y)=sub(n,@,[[m@]j with (~=(a ,,..., a,). 
It is straightforward to show that T(M) = r(N) = int(?I). By Definition 4.12, op(%) E 
INTs and hence the statement of the !emma follows. ??
We apply the construction of the previous lemma to tnLti j II _.. I.- “_“l.Vlzu!ar tree trarmducer 
M, of Example 3.10 for which T(M,) = coding(f,) (cf. Section 2 for the definition 
off*). 
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5.6. Example. Recall that the l-modular tree transducer M, = (Q,, -, q2, .X,4 Xt) 
of Example 3.10 is defined by Q, = {(I:‘, exp”‘], I = {o’“, a(“}, and the rules 
&o(x,)) -f exp(xi, exp(xi , a)), sz(o) + u(a), 
exp(o(x,). YJ + exp(x,, exph, yllL eda, Y,) --) 4~~). 
Cons:ruct the top-down tree transducer N = (Q’, -, q;, r, 2, RN) with Q’= 
{g ;U),exp’W} I’=p”{s’:’ (2) , , , s2 }u{iy(1’), a?‘}, and RN contains the rules 
qXcr(x,))+ s,(exp’(x,), s2(exp’(x1), a)), 45(o) + o(o), 
exp’(o(xl))+s2(exp’(x,), sa(exp’(x,), a,)). exp’(cu)+cr(cu,). 
For the input tree u20, N computes the output tree sz(?, ~(2, o)) with t= 
s~(o((Y,), sa(o(o,), (Y,)). Interpreting s2(u, u) as u[rw,/v], t is interpreted as 0201, 
and the outpitt tree of N as ~20,[o,/~2a] = 0401. 
The fourth decomposition concerns top-down tree transducers. In general, such 
a transducer has more than one state. However, INTs is defined by means of a 
simple scheme of primitive recursion, i.e., no simultaneous definitions of functions 
are allowed. To approximate the form of schemes of primitive recursion, we use 
the following well-known “tupling-selection ” trick (cf., e.g., [lo, Theorem 4.I]). Let 
q, , . . . , qk be the states of the original top-do,ln tree transducer M and let #(k’ be 
a new symbol. Moreover, for every j E [k], let *j be a new symbol with rank 1. # 
is used as a tupling operation, and the 9 as selection operations. Now, for every 
working symbol acm’ with ma0, the (q,, 8)-rule,. . . , (qmr S)-rule of M are put 
together into one (*, S)-rule where * is the only state of the new top-down tree 
transducer M’. In the right-hand side of this rule, modifications of the right-hand 
sides of the (q;, S)-rules are tupled by 8, where the modifications are obtained by 
replacing a construct of the form q,(x,) by nJ(*(xr)), It is easy to observe that M’ 
produces trees in which a subtree like nj(#(ti, : ~ tk)) may occur. Then such a 
combination af q and # is interpreted by selecting I,. Thus, by means af this 
construction we can get rid of simultaneous primitive recursion (cf. the discussion 
of extension (i) of the scheme of primitive recursion). 
Before we provide the formal consituction of this decomposition, we first define 
the special class of top-down tree transducers that we are aiming at (pure top-down 
tree transducers), and second, in order to simplify the fourth decomposition techni- 
cally, we introduce particular pure top-down tree transducers that realize the selec- 
tion operations. Recall that an occurrence xi of a subtree variable occurs free in the 
right-hand side of a rule, if it is not true that the node labelled by xi, is the first son 
of its father and the father is labelled by a state. 
5.3. Definition. A top-down tree transducer is pure if it contains one staie and in 
the right-hand sides of rules there is no free occurrence of a subtree variable. 
The class of pure top-down tree transducers is denoted by T,.,. Note that this 
is the class of tree homomorphisms (cf. [36, p. 3553. 
5.8. Definition. Let @ be a ranked alphabet, # E Gcr’ for some k 3 1, and let i E [k]. 
The pure top-down tree transducer that realizes !he ith @ selection on #, denoted 
by M(@, i,#), is the tuple (I*}, -, *, @, @, R) where R contains the rule 
*(#(x,,...,x~))J*(x,) and, for every UE@~‘-{#; with m~0, the rule 
*(m(x,, . . .) x,))+u(qx,),. . . , *(xm)). 
Note that rules like *(#(x,, . . , xk))+xi would be sufficient to realize the ith 
selection. However, in the right-hand side .q occurs f:ee. Th~us, we have to use this 
artificial way of computing the identity. Next we prove the fourth deez_mpo;ition 
result. 
5.9. Lemma. Tr T,,,, 0 INT(INTsu T,,,,) 0 T,.,,. 
Proof. Let M = (0, -, q,.. A, .Z, R) be a top-down tree transducer. Without loss of 
generality we can assume that there are no free occurrences of subtree variables in 
the right-hand sides of rules of R (cf. discussion after Definition 3.7). 
Let Q = {q,, . . . , qk} for some k 3 1 and 4,” = 4,. Let # sz A be a new symbol with 
rank k, and let l7 = {$“/i E [k]} be a ranked alphabet with new symbols. Construct 
the pure top-down tree transducer M’= ({*}, -, *, r, 2, R’) where I’= @v 17 with 
@ = A u (#}, and R’ is defined as follows. 
(i) For every 6 E A’“’ with mz0, the rule *(6(x ,,..., x_)j+#(g; ,.__, 6;) is in 
R’ where, for every i E [k], if & IS the right-hand side of the {Gque) (qi, 6)-rule 
of R, then 51 is obtaiued from %_ by replacing every subtree of the fom qj(x,) with 
qj E Q by ;rj(-(x,)). 
(ii) For every y E n ‘J {#}, there is a dummy (*, y)-rule in R’. 
Define the r-algebra \21= (T( @); 9) as foiiows: 
?? for every y E A(‘), 9(y) =const(( ), rj; 
a for y = #, 9(y) = top([k@], #j; 
0 for every y E A”’ with ra 1, 9(y) = top([r9], r); 
e for ‘y = ri, 9(y) = 7(M(@, i, #)). 
Note that op(81) c INTs v T,,,. It is an easy observation that 7(M)= 
r(A4’) 0 int(%) 0 7(M(@, 1, #)). ??
Now we only have to show that T pyre c INTr. and then the proof of ModT, G PRec 
is completed. Roughly speaking, we interpret every wcrking symbol S of a pure 
top-down tree transducer M by the “derived operazion” corresponding to :he 
right-hand side of the (*, @rule where * is the state of M (cf., e.g., [ll] for the 
notion of derived operation). 
5.10. Lemma. Tpwre~ INTs. 
Proof. Let M=({*}, -, *, A, Z; R) be a pure top-down tree transducer. For every 
k>-0, we define the auxiliary function y~~: T(A)[(*)(X,))+ INTs inductively as 
follows: 
(i) for x; e .X1, rpt(*(x,)) = proj([kA], i); 
(ii) for every a E A’“‘, ~~(a) = const(( ), a); 
(iii) for every SE Acm’ with m z 1, and 1,). , t, E T(A)({*}(X,)j, 
cp~(S(j,, . , 6n))-comp(cpa(t,), . , R(L); tw(ImAl, 6)). 
Intuitively, for every TV T(Aj({*}(X,)), cpk(t): T(A)‘. + T(A) is the derived operatron 
corresponding to t. 
Now define the E-algebra 81 = (T(A); a) as folllows. For every ~EZ’~’ with k 20, 
if*(fl(x,,..., xk))+ t is in R, then p(a) = (~~(5). Clearly, T(M) = intjll), and since 
op(%) s INTs, the lemma follows. 0 
5.11. Theorem. ModT+ E INTs s PRec. 
Proof. CONST,s INTs by Definition 4.12. The inclusion ModTc INTs follows 
from the four decomposition Lemmas 5.1, 5.4, 5.5, and 5.9, by Lemma 5.10, and 
the closure of INTs under composition and interpretation. By Corolilary 4.14, 
INTsE PRec. ??
5.2. Primitive recursive tree functions are in ModT, 
In this section we prove that every primitive recursive tree function is contained 
in ModT+ The next lemma states that l-modular tree transducers can realize the 
base functions cf PRec (apart from CONST,). 
5.12. Lemma. (CONST-CONST6) cv TOPU PROJ & I-ModT. 
Proof. The construction of l-modular tree transducers for constant functions, top 
concatenations, and projections is an easy exercise. Here we only show that PROJr 
I-hlodT. 
Let k 2 1, j E [k], and [Z] = (&, T.. , &) be a sequence of ranked alphabets. For 
the realization of the projection proj(jE], j), construct the l-modular tree transducer 
M = (Q, -, qin, A, [S], R) with A = LJ [.Z] and the following rules: if j = 1, then for 
every SEA”’ with r>O, the rule qi.(6(x,, . . . . x,). y ,,..., y&+5(x,,. .,x,) is 
in R, and if ja2, then for every SEA”’ with r>O, the rule qi,(S(x,, . . , x,), 
y,, . . . ,yk_,)+yj_, is in R. 0 
Now we prove that the class of modular tree transductions is closed under 
composition. That is, for arbitrary moduiar tree transducers G,, . , Gk and every 
modular tree transducer F such that range(T(Gi)) X. . . X range(T(4)) E 
do.m(T( F)), there is a modular tree transducer M such that T(M) = COX~~;‘<~!~~), . . , 
T(G~); T(F)). The construction of M is very simple: roughly spezking, M has all 
the rules of F and of G,, . . . , GI available, and it starts from a new initial state 
qi.. The right-hand side of a (qin, cr)-rule has the form q&c,, . . _ , ck) where q+ 
is the initial state of F with rank k, and & is the right-hand side of the (unique) 
(q;.,;, o)-rule of G, where qi.,; is the initial state of Cr. Thus intuitively, the first 
step of each Gi is taken into account in the initial rules of M. 
5.13. Lemma. COMP(ModT+) c ModT,; in particular, for ecery m,n z 1, 
COM?( m-ModT, ; ii- ModT,) z max-ModT, where max = max{ m, n + I}. 
Proof. Since ModT contains oniy total functions, COMP(CONST,; ModT) c 
CONST,. Thus, Comp(ModT+) = COMP(ModT) u CONST, and we only have to 
prove that COMP(ModT) E ModT. 
Let n, ma1 andlet r, k>l.Let[P]=(t; ,,..., E,)and[A]=(A ,,...; An)be 
two sequences of ranked alphabets. For every in [k], let g,: T{[_Z])+ r{D) be an 
r-ary tree function in m-ModTsuch that range(g,) c T(A,), and Ietf: T((A;)-t T(R) 
be a k-ary tree function in n-ModT. Then, for every i E [k], there is an m-modular 
tree transducer G, = (Q., mod,, s..;, I;, [Z], R;) such that r(G,) = g,, and there is 
an n-modular tree transducer F= (Go, mod,,, qim.o, ??, [A], R,) such that r(F) =J 
Without ioss of generality, we can assume that the sets of states of rhc invoived 
modular tree transducers are mutually disjoint. 
Construct the modular tree transducer M = (Q, mod, qin, Z, [_I%], R) as Follows. 
Q = {qin} u Q’ with Q’= U {Q./OS is k} where qin is a new state with rank(q,,) = r 
and mod(qi,) = 1; for every q E Qi with 1 s i < k, mod(q) = modi( and for every 
seQo, mod(q) = mod,,(q) + 1 (thus, in particular, mod(q,,,,,) = 2); E = 1Tr v 
C: {K 1 i E [k]}, and R is defined in the following three steps: 
ii) U{R;lie[k]l&R; 
(ii) for every u~P’~ with p 3 0, if for every i E [k], & is the right-hand side of 
the (unique) (qin,;, cr)-rule in Ri, then R contains the rule 
q8.(c(X,. . . . , x,), :‘I, . . . ) y,&f + q;,.&;, = , {..I: I,- 
(iii j if, for some q E Q and for some 6 E 3, there is not yet a (q, S&rule in R, 
then add a dummy (q, 6)-rule to R. 
It is obvious that r(M) = comp( r( G, j, . . . , Q-( G,); r(F)) and hence, ModT is closed 
under composition. Clearly, M is a max{ n + 1, m}-modular tree transducer. P 
Next we prove that modular tree transducers are closed underprilnitive recursion, 
or more precisely, PR(ModT,) E ModT. Roughly speaking, a primitive recursion 
pr( G) with GE ModT+ is realized by a modular tree transducer M as foliows. M 
mt??zifls a!! the des ;if every moduiar tree transducer M, that realizes a function 
gr of G, i.e., T(M,) = g*. The computation of M is initiated by simu!ating an 
equation of the form 
pr(G)(o(s:, .I., So), f) = g,(s,, . . . , s&, < pr(G)(s,, I), . . . , pr(G)(s&, i)) 
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in the scheme of primitive recursion (determined by G), for some tuple i of trees, 
by the additional rule of the form 
4i.(&, . ‘. , X&J, F)+ %“.JXl, ‘. . > x!%, F, dx,, FL . . > %“(XA, 9) 
in the first module of M where gill and q,..(, are the initial states of M and of M,, 
respectively, and jj is a tuple of ys of the same length as i. 
5.14. Lemma. ModT+ is ched under primitive recursion. 
Proof. Let G={g,,},,,, be a (%[@],A)-family of tree functions where [@I= 
(@I,..., 0,) is a sequence of ranked alphabets with r~0, and P and A are two 
ranked alphabets. For every (T E E, gV E ModT,. We shgw that pr( G) E ModT. 
Case 1: rz 1. Then, for every u~Z’~’ with k 2 0, there is an n,-modular tree 
transducer M, = (Q,,, mod,, qin,w, r,, [k& S, kd], R,) for some n,a 1 such that 
r( M,,) = g,. Without loss of generality, we can assome that, for varying V, the sets 
QV are mutually disjoint. 
Construct the (n + I)-modular tree transducer M = (Q, mod, qin, r, [X, @I, R) 
where n = max{n, 1 D E 2) and 
?? Q={qin}uU{Qolu~Z‘j and qin is a new symbol with rank rfl, 
?? mod(qi.) = 1 and, for every q E Qr, mod(q) = mod,(q)+ I, 
0 r=U{r,luEE}, 
?? R is defined by the following three steps: 
(i) L._J{R,loEP}cR; 
(ii) for every DE ZI;““ with kz0, the following rule is in R 
qi”(~(xl> . . > XL), 3 + 4i”.&I, ‘. . : Xk, 9,9&I, j), . . . , q&k, F)) 
where jj abbreviates y, , . . . , yr ; 
(iii) if, for some q E Q and some y E r, there is not yet a (q, y)-rule ir. R, theu 
add a dummy (q, y)-rule to R. 
Case 2: r = 0. The construction proceeds in the same way as in Case 1 except 
for one modification of (ii) in the construction of R. Here, (ii) is split up into two 
parts concerning .Y”’ and P’L’ with k z 1, respectively. The latter part is defined 
identical to (ii) of Case 1. Now note that, for every (Y E EC”, there is a tree r, E T(A) 
such that g, = It,} E CONST,. Then the rule q,,(a) + t, is in R. This completes the 
construction. It is not so difficult to prove by induction on the height of the first 
argument that T(M) = pr( G) and hence, pr(G) E n-ModT. 0 
Now we have arrived at the first main result of this paper: modular tree transducers 
characterize the class of primitive recursive tree functions (apart from CONST,). 
5.15. Theorem. ModT, = IGTs = PRec. 
Proof. The statement follows from Theorem 5.11 and Lemma 5.:2 through Lemma 
5.14. ??
In particular, we have shown that the two inductively defined classes PRec and 
INTs are equal which induces the following trade-off: if the closure operator PR is 
weakened to INT, then additional base functions (namely, substitutions) are needed. 
For primitive recursive functions on non-negative integers, the situation is similar. 
In Section 7 of [32] it is shown that the class PRecl, of primitive recursive functions 
over N is equal to the smallest class that (i) contains as base functions all projections, 
successor, the binary addition, and the unary function quadres that gives the 
difference to the next square number less than the argument, and (ii) is closed under 
composition and interpretation (in this case called iteration). There, addition and 
quadres are used to code functions with arity greater than 1 into functions that can 
be deiined by means of interpretations and compositions. In our context, this role 
is taken over by the additional base functions substitutions. 
6. Hierarchy of modular tree transductions 
In this section we prove our second main result: the number of modules imposes 
a strict hierarchy on the class of all modular tree transductions. By means of a 
height estimation of output trees of transductions in n-ModT (in terms of the heights 
of the input trees), we even prove that the composition closure of n-modular tree 
transductions is strictly included in (n + I)-ModT, i.e., n-ModT* c (n + l)- 
ModT. For the proof of the strictness, the family {_JJnso of functions as discussed 
in Section 2 and Example 3.10 is used. 
6.1. Definition. Let f be a k-ary tree function for some k > 1. A height bowding 
function for f is a k-ary function f : N” + iY such that for every (s, , . . , sk) in the 
domain off; the following condition holds: if, for every i E fk], height(s,) == n, with 
nioN, then height(f(s,,. ..,sk))sf’(n, ,..., nr). 
Note that a height bounding function has the same arity as the function it is 
associated with. Now assume that, for a family G of functions, some height bounding 
functions are given that are elements of the nth level of the loop hierarchy. Then 
we construct height bounding functions for the compositions of functions from G 
and the interpretation determined by algebras ‘21 with op(?i) s G; me show how 
these constrttctions influence the !evel with respect to the loop hierarchy. 
6.2. Lemma. Let f be a k-ary treefuncticn for some k L 1 and, for eoery i E [k], let g; 
be an r-ary tree function (for r 2 0) such thar comp(g, , . _ _ , gL ; f) is defined. If ihere 
are height bounding functions for f and for g,, . . _ , gk in LOOP(n), then there is a 
height bounding function for comp(g,, . . . , g, ; f) in LO3P( II). 
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Proof. Let .f’ and gj be some height bounding functions for f and g,, respectively. 
Then it is easy to check that comp(g;, . . . , g: ; f’) is a height bounding function for 
comp(g,, . . . , gk ;f). Iff’and thegjare in LOOP(n), thensois comp(g:, . . . , g;;f’). 
because LOOP(n) is closed under composition (cf. Lemma 2.2(i)). cl 
6.3. Lemma. Let ‘Ix = (T(d); q) b e a P-nlgebm for some ranked alphabets P and A. 
For eoep n 2 2, if for euery CT E $ there is a height bounding function ,for q(v) zn 
LOOP(n), then therz is a height bounding function for int(%) in LOOP(n + 1). 
Proof. For every (TE J5, let g, E LOOP(n) be some height bounding function for 
e(o). We construct a height bounding function f:N+PI for int(8) such that, 
informally,f(0)=max{g,~cr~~‘O’} and f(x+l)=max(g~(f(x),...,f(x))IaE~} 
where the number of arguments of g, equals the rank of o. Formally, define 
f= pr(j&,,hY,) and fiero:No+ N and f,,,:N’+N are defined as follows. If PC” = 
{o, . . , ~1, thenf,,, = cow+,, , . . . , g,_ ; max,) (for the definition of the m-ary 
maximum function cf. Section 2). If P = {a,, . . . , us}, then f,., = comp(&, , . . , 
grt ; max,) where, for every (TEE with rank k 3 1, the function &:N”+N is gV = 
comp( proj(2,2), . , proj(2,2); gw) with k times proj;(?, 2), and for every o E P with 
rank 0, & = g,. It is an easy induction on the height of the argument of int(G) to 
prove that f is a height bounding function for int( G). 
Since max, E LOOP(2) (cf. Section 2) and, for every (Y E Eta’, g, E LOOP(n) with 
n 22, and LOOP(n) is closed under composition, also fz_,,E LOOP(n). Moreover, 
for every (r E E, g,, E LOOP(n), because every projection is in LOOP(l), max, is in 
LOOP(2), and LOOP(n) is closed under composition. Thus fsucc LOOP(n). 
Since PR&LOOP(n))s LOOP(n+l) (cf. Lemma 2.2(ii)), it follows that f E 
LOOP(n+ 1). 0 
Now we can prove the height estimation of output trees for functions in the class 
n-ModT*. 
6.4. Lemma. Let n 3 1. For every function f E n-ModT* there is a height bounding 
function for f in LOOP(n + 1). 
Proof. First we consider a function f E n-ModT and prove the statement of the 
theorem by induction on n. 
Induction base: I-ModT= TOP0 MT by Lemma 5.4. In [12, Theorem 3.241, it is 
proved that, for every macro tree transducer A4, there is a height bounding function 
f:N+ N for r(M) which has the form f(x) = cX for some constant c. Since there is 
a constant d for which cX+‘s d-‘, it follows from the decomposition of I-ModT, 
that for every l-modular tree transducer iV, there is a height bounding function g 
for r(N) of the form g(x) = d”. But it is an easy exercise to prove that every 
exponential function is in LOOP(2). 
Induction step: The statement of the theorem follows from the decomposition 
(n + 1)-ModTs I-ModTo INT(n-ModT,) (Lemma 5.1), the induction hypothesis, 
and Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3. 
This shows that, for every fe n-ModT. there is a height bounding function forf 
in LOOP(n + 1). Now assume that f~ COMP”(n-ModT) for some m 3 1. Then the 
theorem follows immediately from the first part of this proof and Lemma 6.2. U 
By means of this height estimation, we can prove that the composition closure 
of n-modular tree transductions is strictly contained in (n + I)-ModT. To show the 
strictness, we use the family {f.}.cm of functions as they are defined in Example 3.10. 
6.S. Theorem. For e~erj t; 3 1, n-ModT*c (a + I)-ModT. 
Proof. From Lemma 5.13 it follows that COMP((n+lj-modT, n-ModSjc 
(n + 1)-ModT. By an easy induction on WI it can be shown that, for every nt z 1, 
COMP”(n-ModT) c (n + I)-ModT. Note that coding&,) E (n-k I)-ModT (cf. 
Example 3.1Oj. Now assume that ccding(f.+zj E n-ModT*. Then, by Lemma 6.4, 
there is a height bounding function in LOOP(n+ l), say f’, associated with 
coding&_,). Sincef.>., majorizes every function in LOOP(n + 1) (cf. Lemma 2.1(G)), 
there is an r,, E N such that, for every I z rO, f’(r) <fn+J r). Since (V’CY, aL~-i’~‘a) E 
coding(f,+,), it follows that$,+,,z( r) s’-f’( T) <f.+a(rj which is a contradiction. Hence, 
coding(f,+J e n-ModT*. C 
For n = 1, another example for the strictness of this inclusion is the arithmetic 
subtraction (cf. Example 3.9). An immediate consequence of the previous theorem 
is the fact that the famiiy jn-ModT] n 3 l} of modular tree transductions forms a 
strict hierarchy with respect to the number of involved modules. 
6.6. Theorem. For ewry n 2 1, n-ModTc (n + 1 j-ModT. 
7. Calling restricted modular tree transducers 
In Theorem 6.5, it is shown that 2-modular tree transducers are more powerful 
than the composition closure of macro tree transducers. In this section we impose 
a restriction on modular tree transducers that concerns the possibility of calling 
states in the right-hand sides of rules; thus, the new transducers are called “caUing 
restricted modular tree transducers”. Here we prove our third main result: calling 
restricted n-modular tree transducers characterize the n-fold composition of 
l-modular tree transducers and, in particuiar. unary n-moduhsr tree ii?liidttcirs 
characterize the n-fold composition of macro tree transducers. 
Before starting with technical definitions, we discuss the calling restriction in 
mo:e detail. Let M be some 6-modular tree transducer with module mapping mod, 
and let r be a q-rule of M where q is a state of M with mod(q)=2 Then it is 
possible that the right-hand side of r has the form p(f(cr, . ) . . . ) for some working 
symbol o, and some states p and t. Let mod( p) = 4. Now it is an important observation 
that mod(t) may range between mod(q) + I= 3 and 6; in particular, it can be higher 
than the module number of p. Thus in general, it is possible that the value of the 
recursion argument of a state with module number k can be computed by states 
with module number equal to or greater than k. This is the feature that makes 
modular tree transducers more powerful than the composition of macro tree trans- 
ducers. In fact, if during the computation of the recursion argument, only states 
with module number less than k are used, then such a modular tree transducer can 
be decomposed into a number of l-modular tree transducers where the number of 
tree transducers is equal to the number of modules of the original transducer. 
We prepare the definition of the restriction by fixing the notion “q calls p“ for 
two states q and p. 
7.1. Definition. Let M = (Q, mod, qin, A, [Xl, R) be a modular tree transducer. 
(i) The calling graph of M, denoted cg(M), is the directed graph in which every 
state of M is a node and if, for some states q, PE Q, there is a q-rule r in R such 
that p occurs in the right-hand side of r, then there is a directed edge from q to p, 
denoted by q + p. 
(ii) For two states q, p E Q, we say q calls p if there is a directed path from q to 
p in q(Ed), i.e., there is an nil, there are states q,. . . , q,,E Q such that q=q, 
and p = q. and, for every i E in -- 11, qx + qi+, in cg(M). 
7.2. Definition. Let M = (4, mod, qin, A, [E], R) be a modular tree transducer. M 
is calling r&&ted (for short: cr) if for the right-hand side 5 of every rule in R the 
following holds: if p([, , . . , &) is a subtree of 5 for some p E Q and some 5,) . . , &, 
and if p’s Q occurs in 5, and p’ calls p”s Q, then mod(p”) <mod(p). 
Note that macro tree transducers are cr by d&nition. The class of cr modular 
tree transducers is denoted by ModT,,. The denotations for the other restrictions 
on modular tree transducers (i.e.. m-ary and n-modular) are attached to ModT,, in 
an obvious way. 
7.3. Example. (a) The 4-modular tree transducer of Example 3.8 is not calling 
restricted. This is due to the rule 
equal(a(x,, x-i. v-1 + -II, .r 
if(top-a(y,), if(equal(x,, sel,(y,)), equal(x>, sel,(y,)), FALSE), FALSE). 
In the right-hand side, the first occurrence of “equal” is nested in the first argument 
of the state “if”, but “if” is also called by “equal”. 
(b) Construct the calling restricted 2-modular tree transducer M = ({muI( 
add’“‘}, mod, mul, X, [2P], R) with mod(mul) = 1 and mod(add) = 2, Z = {u I), ot”}, 
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and the rules: 
muI(o(x,),y,j-tadd(y,, mull,, Y,)) and mul(@,~,)-, a, 
add(a(x,),y,)-tu(add(-~,,y,)) ad add(~,~,)+y~. 
Clearly, M realizes the binary multiplication; more precisely, r(M) = {(u”~Y, 
urna, aho) 1 n, m 3 0 and k = n * m}. In order to obtain a calling restricted modular 
tree transducer, we have used the commutativity of multiplication in the rules: 
replacing rule mul(o(x,j, JJ,) + add(y,, mm@,, ~7,)) by the rule muI(u(x,), y,) --f 
add(mul(x,, y,), y,) would spoil the property CT, because mu1 is nested in the first 
argument of add and calls add. 0 
Now we turn to the characterization of n-ModT,, by COMP”(I-ModT) (and in 
particular, n-ModT,,, = MT”) for every n 2 1. First, we prove the inclusion 
n. ModT,, c I-ModT 0 MT” inductively by showing how a module can be replaced 
by the composition with a macro tree transducer. More precisely, in the next lemma 
we decompose a cr (n+l)-modular tree transducer M into a cr n-modular tree 
transducer M, and a macro tree transducer Mz. Roughly speaking, M, consists of 
the Iirst n modules of M, and it considers every state p with module number n + 1 
as new working symbol p’. The macro tree transducer M2 has two tasks: it activates 
working symbols like p’ by transforming them back into states, and it performs the 
(n + 1)st module of M. The activation of a working symbol p’ with some rank k+ 1, 
takes place in the rule *( p’(x, , . . , xk+, )) +p(x,, *(x2), . . , &+,)) of M2 where * 
is a new state (.W*‘s initia! state). At this point it is essentis: to nctice that M is 
cal!ing restricted: this imp..,, it*= that the actuai value of I, does not contain any further 
(primed) state, and thus, the activation does not have to be carried out on x, 
7.4. Lemma. For eoery nzl, (n+l)-ModT,,cn-ModTc,,aMT and (n+l)- 
ModT,,, E n-ModT,,, 0 MT. 
Proof. Let M = (Q, mod, Q., A, [I], R) be a cr (n + 1 j-modular tree transducer. Let 
Q[n + l] = {q! q E Q and mod(q) = n + 1). Construct the cr n-modular tree transducer 
M, = (Q,, mod,, qin, r, [Z], R,) as follows: 
?? Q,=O-Q[n+ll; 
?? for every q E Q,, mod,(q) =mod(qj; 
0 r = A u Q’ with Q’ = (4’1 q E Q and mod(q) = n + 1) and every q’ is a new symbol 
with the same rank as q; 
?? R, contains the following rules: 
(1) tt q\a\xr,. . .,x k’,_ I,..., _vr)+< is in R and ;cQ,, then q(C;(r: _.._ ;X!.), I v 
y, , . i1 , yr) + g’ is in R, where 6’ is obtained from C by replacing every p E Q[n + 1] 
by P’; 
(ii) for every q E Q, and p’~ Q’, add a dummy (q, p’)-rule to R,. 
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Construct the macro tree transducer MI = ( Qz, -, *, r, K R,) with 
?? Qz = {*} u Q[n T 13, where * is a new state with rank 1; 
6 Rz contains the following rules: 
(i) for every 6 E A’“’ with ks0, *(8(x,, , xk))+ 8(*(x,), , *(xk)) is in Rz; 
(ii) for every P’E Q’““’ with k~0, the rule *(p’(x,, . .,xk+,))+p(x,,*(x2), 
. . . . *(xk+ ,)) is in R1; 
(iii) every (9, B)-rule of R with some q E Q[n+ 11 is also in R2; 
(iv) for every 9 E Q[n + l] and P’E Q’ there is a dummy (9, $)-rule in Rz. 
This completes the construction and it is obvious that r(M) = r(M,) 0 r(Mz). Note 
that the property of A4 being I-ary is preserved in the construction of M, . Thus 
the second inclusion also holds. 0 
7.5. Example. We illustrate the construction of Lemma 7.4 by decomposing the cr 
2-modular tree transducer M of Example 7.3(b) into a (cr) l-modular tree transducer 
M, and a macro tree transducer M2. Construct the I-moduiar tree transducer 
M, = ({mul}, -, mul, r, [ZZ], R, j with r = B v {add’} and (non-dummy) rules 
mul(a(x,),y,j~add’(y,, mui(x,, y,)) and mul(cu,y,)+ 01. 
Construct the macro tree transducer Mz = ({*, add}, -, *, r, r, R,) with the (non- 
dummy) rules 
*(u(x,j)+ c(*(x,)), *(a) + a, 
*(add’(x,, x2)) + add(x,, *(x2)), 
add(cr(x,j,y,j~o(add(x,,y,jj and add(cu, Y,)+Y,. 
For example, Mi derives mul(030, 04a) +* add’(04a, add’(u4q add’(oJa, o))). 
Then, by iii,, *(add’(a”a, add’(o’q add’(oicu, a)))) + add(04q *(add’(04cz, 
add’(cr4q a)))) +* add(04q add(04q add(o’ru, a))) j* ~“a. 0 
Second, we prove the inclusion COMP”(l-ModT) E n-ivlodT,,. Again this can 
be shown inductively using the composition COMP(m-ModT,,; n-ModT,,) c 
(m+n)-ModT,,. 
7.6. Lemma. COMP(ModT,J E ModT,,; in particular, for every m, TV 2 I, 
COMP(m-ModT,,; n-ModT,,) c (m + n)-ModT,, and COMP(m-ModT,,, ; 
n-ModT,,,)& (m+n)-ModT,,,. 
Proof. The proof of the inclusion COMP(m-ModT,,; n-ModT,,)E (m+ n)-ModT,, 
is literahy the same as ihe proof of COMP(m-ModT, n-ModT)s 
me.x{m, n + I}-ModT in Lemma 5.13 except for one important point: the module 
nursbers of states of the cr n-modular tree transducer F are not just incremented 
,I- AL. _^I^ r-..,r^,l ^. _^A..,” fut LZ~S CU.IOLLUti,UU .,. ...vuU.ur :ree transducer .hl) hv 1 hut hv m. This is necessary _, - .-_ _~ 
in order :o obey the calling restriction in initial rules of the form 
9rn(o(x,, . . . , x,,). y,, . . ,y,)+ g.,o(l,, . , &J as they are constructed under (ii). 
It is also clear that, if G, and F are I-ary, then M is also 1-ary. 0 
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Now we can prove the third main result of this paper that compares cr moduiar 
tree transducers and compositions of macro tree transducers: cr n-modular tree 
transducers characterize the n-fold composition of I-ModT, in particular, unary cr 
n-modular tree transducers are equivalent to the n-fold composition of macro tree 
transducers. 
7.7. Theorem. For every n F 1, n-ModT_= COMP”(l-ModT) and rr-ModT,,, = 
MT”. 
Proof. Both inclusions of each of the two statements can be proved ty induction 
on n by using Lemma 7.4 and Lemma 7.6, and the fact that MTE I-ModT,,. 0 
Disregarding the number of modules we can now connect cr modular tree 
transducers with macro tree transducers in the following way. 
7.8. Corollary. ModT,,, = MT* and ModT,, = I-ModT = TOP 0 MTC, 
Proof. The first two equalities hold by Theorem 7.7. Now ModT,,s 1-ModTo MTL 
is proved by iterated application of Lemma 7.4. By Lemma 5.4, I-ModTc TCPc MT 
and thus, ModT,,s TOP0 r :T*. Since TOPS ModT,, (by Lemma 5.12), the third 
equality of the corollary follows. ??
8. Conclusions 
In this paper we have studied the concept of modular tree transducer that 
generalizes in a natural way the concept of macro tree transducer. Modular tree 
transducers are special left-linear, non-overlapping term rewriting systems, and they 
allow us to specify operations on trees in a modular way using nested stmultaneous 
primitive recursion on trees. 
We proved three results: (1) apart from nuliary constant functions, mo&lar tree 
transducers characterize the class of primitive recursive tree functions, (2) the family 
{n-ModTI n 3 0) of n-modular tree transductions forms a strict hierarchy with respect 
to the number of modules involved, and (3) calling restricted unary n-modular tree 
transducers are equivalent to the n-fold composition of macro tree transducers. 
The paper presents just a first study of modular tiee transducers, some subjects 
for further investigation are mentioned. 
(i) Try to establish a more precise link between the loop hierarchy and the 
classes n-ModT*. For example, define the class LOOPT of tree functions com- 
puted by (appropriately generalized) loop programs, and compare LOOPT with 
n-ModT* and n-ModT. 
(ii) In [l?] macro tree transducers have been generalized to high level tree 
transducers, roughly speaking, by allowin g context parameters of an arbitrary 
functiOna level rather than only of functional level 0, i.e., constant functions. In 
[39] this extra feature was imposed on modular tree transducers, yielding the high 
level modular tree transducers. We claim that high level modular tree transducers 
also compute primitive recursive tree functions. 
(iii) Copying of parameter can be wasteful, in particular if states (that have to 
be evaluated) are copied. Try to formalize a graph transducing device that works 
with directed acyclic graphs. We believe that tree-generating context-free hypergraph 
grammars with tree storage are a useful starting point (cf., e.g., [17, 18, 41 for 
context-free hypergraph grammars). 
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